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Chief Election Commissioner of India Mr. Rajiv Kumar announced assembly elections in five states including Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Telangana and Mizoram. Rajasthan has 200 assembly seats, majority is required on 101 seats to form the government. Voting for the 16th Assembly will be held in Rajasthan on November 25, 2023, the result of which will be released on December 3. Although the date of the first election in Rajasthan was fixed on November 23, but later it was changed to November 25, 2023 so that voting can be done as much as possible. Can be increased further.

Reference 1 - Rajasthan Assembly election dates announced ABP Live, October 9, 2023 In the year 2023, assembly elections will be held in five states of the country including Rajasthan, which will prove to be very important for the 2024 Lok Sabha elections because there are 545 Lok Sabha seats in the country, out of which 83 seats are from these five states. The political parties that get success in these assembly elections will definitely influence the 2024 Lok Sabha elections. This success will also boost the morale of political parties.

Along with national parties, regional parties will also play an important role in the elections in Rajasthan. In Rajasthan Elections 2023, the ruling Congress party is promising to provide guarantees to win the elections like - Griha Lakshmi Guarantee, Cow Dhan Guarantee, Free Laptop Guarantee, Chiranjeevi Disaster Relief Insurance Guarantee, English Medium Education Guarantee, in just Rs 500. Gas Cylinder, OPS Guarantee. Bharatiya Janata Party, through its Parivartan Yatra, is trying to sway public opinion in its favor through PM Narendra Modi, Union Home Minister Amit Shah and J.P. Nadda and other top leaders are visiting as per schedule. BJP party has not yet declared its CM face but investigation has revealed that if Vasundhara is made the CM face, BJP party can get more votes.

Reference 2 - 7 guarantees of Congress Rajasthan Sikar Patrika November 12, 2023 It has become a tradition in Rajasthan to change the government every 5 years. Here the direct competition is between Congress and BJP parties, but apart from these, Rashtriya Loktantrik Party, Bahujan Samaj Party and Aam Aadmi Party etc. have geared up to play their important role. Is. Rebel leaders are giving the biggest challenge to Congress and BJP parties in the Rajasthan Assembly elections. Both these big parties are making every possible effort to convince their respective rebel leaders. In the summer of elections, politicians are playing the emotional card and shedding tears to win over the voters in their favor, but to what extent are these politicians able to get the sympathy of the public? Only voting will decide this.
Summary- The political parties participating in the Rajasthan Assembly Elections 2023 are making every possible effort for their victory. Elections for 200 assembly seats in Rajasthan are on November 25, 2023. How many seats will which political party get? The public will decide this.
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